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however, there are a few things that the game does poorly. for one thing, the ai isnt very good (at
least on the highest difficulty settings), and so matches can get pretty brutal. it does a good job of

making sure that there is a fair level of variance in the games, but its not the real game. poker pretty
girls battle is a bit on the shallow side of poker, and even if you win the games, it tends to be low-

variance poker, which does not really play to the strengths of the switch, which is known for its high-
variance games. some might also find the loading times frustrating, although its not too bad, and its
well-worth playing to see what the game has to offer. that said, if you enjoy poker with cute anime

girls, or even enjoy all of that stuff, you should take a look at poker pretty girls battle. its a well-done
game that fits in well with the switch library of games. if youre a fan of anime, girls, and poker, youll
find a lot to like in this one. in the very least, give it a try. over the years, robert would continue to

play a key role in the development of sirotek. he was in charge of designing the new company
website, in charge of taking care of the software side of things, and in charge of hiring and training
the people who would run the company. robert was involved with sirotek from the start, and despite
his eventual departure, his influence in the company continued for many years. he worked hard to
make sirotek one of the leading online poker sites in the industry, and his work on info-tree was a

major part of the company's success.
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